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ABSTRACT: The generation of desired sounds and sound 
waveforms is useful in many fields. For this reason there have 
been many sound generators devised over the years. The 
system of this invention utilizes an automatic programming 
device to control the generation of a large variety of different 
sounds and sound waveforms. The apparatus comprises a flip
flop or similar device having a plurality of stable conditions. 
The flip-flop is alternately placed in each of its stable opera
tive states under the control of an automatic programming 
device. The duration of a complete flip-flop cycle is deter
minative of the frequency of the generated waveform. The 
flip-flop output which may be processed through wave-shap
ing circuitry is subsequently amplitude controlled by a digital 
ladder attenuator. One automatic programming device which 
has been useful in this system is a general-purpose digital com
puter. The system described herein is an improvement over 
the systems described in the copending patent applications 
Ser. No. 707,615, SOUND GENERATOR, filed in the names 
of William E. Beavers, Jr. and William H. Sturdevant, and Ser. 
No. 710,237, COMPUTER SOUND GENERATOR, filed in 
the names of Robert A. Atchison, Robert E. Lutolf, and Ed
ward F. Magee. 
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COMPUTER SOUND GENERATOR· is applied to one input of gate 39, the output of which is ap
plied to the load enable of the counterl3, and to the restore 

This invention relates to apparatus for generating desired input of a binary counter stage 25 which has its trigger input 
sounds automatically and with great versatility and rapidity. connected to the output of the counter-13. The second input 
· Electrical systems for generating sounds are not new. One 5 of the gate 39 is also connected to the output of the counter 

of the more popular such systems is· the electronic organ. 13. The set output from the stage 25 is applied to one input of 
However, in the past some of the problems of the older a gate 27, the other input of which is connected to the output 
systems have made those systems inefficient for some uses. In of the counter 13. The output of the gate 27 is applied to one 
most cases each sound to be generated has its own generator. input of an OR gate 28 whose output is applied through an in-
In addition, the switching from one generator to another when I 0 verter 29 to an output terminal 38 for application to the com-
a sequence of sounds is desired is often cumbersome and com- puter. The other input to the OR gate 28 is connected to an 
plex. In the development of more versatile sound systems, the input terminal 31, which is adapted to be connected to the 
copending applications, Ser. No. 707 ,615, SOUND computer. The set output from the counter stage 25 is also ap-
GENERA TOR, filed in the U.S. Patent Office in the names of plied through a level changer 32 to an integrating operational 
William E. Beavers, Jr., and William H. Sturdevant on Feb. 15 amplifier 33 whose output is applied to the information input 
23, 1968, and Ser. No. 710,237, COMPUTER SOUND of a digital ladder attenuator 34. The digital ladder attenuator 
GENERA TOR, filed in the names of Robert A. Atchinson, 34 has eight digital inputs connected to eight input terminals 
Robert E. Lutolf, and Edward F .. Magee, disclose sound 35 and ari instruction input connected to an input terminal 36, 
generation systems for generating a large variety of desired 

20 
all of which inputs receive information from the computer. 

sounds. The output from the attenuator 34 is applied to an audio out-
In each of those systems a flip-flop is placed in each of its put terminal 37. 

stable states by an automatic programming device which When the operation of the apparatus of FIG. 1 is started, a 
determines the length of time that the flip-flop remains in each signal which may be manually generated, is momentarily ap-
of its stable states. The duration of each flip-flop states deter- 25 plied to each of the two terminals 21 and 24. This sets the flip-
mines the wavelength of that particular cycle, and the propor- flop 22, placing an enabling signal on one input of the gate 18. 
tion of time that the flip-flop is in each of its two stable states From this time until the flip-flop 22 is restored, the gate 18 is 
determines the relative amplitude of the sound generated. In open to pass pulses from the clock 17 to the counter 13. At the 
one of the embodiments described in the above-mentioned same time, signals initially applied to the input, from a manual 
copending applications, three counters, together with gating 3o switchboard or the like, result in the application of two signals 
means for entering information into each of the counters, is to the gate 26. The output from the gate 26 resets the binary 
used· in a system which loads two numeric values, one into one counter stage 25. Also a 16-bit word is read into the register 
counter and the other into another counter. The third counter 11 from the terminals 12 as the result of a signal applied to the 
is a buffer to permit sufficient storage time for the loading of OR gate 16. The word stored in the register 11 is a 16-bit 
the words to take place. The value of the numeric word loaded 35 number and is applied through the tines 14 to the input of the 
into one of the two counters determines the length of time that counter 13. The output of gate 26 applied through OR gate 39 
the flip-flop remains in one of its stable states and the value of enables counter 13 to transfer the information contained in 
the other word determines the time that the flip-flop is ~n its the register 11 into the counter 13. This number loaded into 
other state. ~ syste~s work well, but they have t!'e ~isad- the counter is the desired number subtracted from the full 
".an~ge of hrmted amplitude control before. h~rmon~c d1stor- 40 counter count. The counter 13 counts the clock pulses which 
t1on 1s apparent to the ear. The system of this mvent1on over- are supplied to it from the clock 17, and when a full count is 
co~s that p~oblem. . . . . . reached, a short output pulse is produced by the counter. This 

It is an object of 1!11s mvent10n to provide a new and im- output signal is applied to the set input of the binary counter 
prov~d sound gen~ration sy~te.m. . . stage 25, to the gate 27 and to the load enable gate 39. How-
. It is another object o! this mvent10~ to prov1~~ a new and 45 ever, by the time the counter stage 25 is set, the output from 
impr~>Ved sound ge?erat1on ~~tern w!llch has ~1t1ve control. the counter l3 has decayed, so there are not two signals 
. It 1s a further. objec~ of this 1~vention to provid~ a new and resent at the input to the gate 27, and no signal passes 
improved relatively mexpens1ve sound generat10n system Pth th h 

h' h. 'I d "d. . . ere roug . 
w 1c is very versati e an rapi m its ?~rat10?· . The output of the counter 13 which is applied to the gate 

Other objects and advantages of this mvent1on will become 50 ' . 
th ,, 11 · d · t" d· h" h 39, causes the counter to accept data from the 16-b1t storage more apparent as e 10 owmg escnp 10n procee s, w 1c . 1 d h 13 · be · h I k 

d · t" h Id be "d d · t th "th the ccom register 1 , an t e counter agam gms to count t e c oc escnp ion s ou cons1 ere oge er w1 . a - th 1 k 17 A · h. th · h 
· d · · h" h pulses from e c oc .. gam, w en e count m t e panymg rawmgsmw 1c : 3 h f 11 I · d 

FIG. 1 is an overall block diagram of the system of this in- counter 1 reac es a . u . count, an output pu ~ 1s generate 
t" d 55 by the counter 13. This time, when the output signal from the 

ve~~~·2ai;s a block diagram showing the system in greater counter 1~ is applied to the input .of the gate 27, the set o~tput 
detail. from the bmary counter stage 25 1s also present, ~d the signal 

Referring now to the drawings in detail, and more particu- passes throu~ the gate 27, t~e OR gate 28, the mverter 29, 
tarly to FIG. 1, the reference character 11 designates a 16-bit and t~e terrrunal38 to be apphed ~o the computer as a request 
register having 16 input terminals 12. The register 11 is con- 60 to d~hver the next word to the regis~r 11. Wh~n the com~uter 
nected to a binary counter 13 by means of 16 lines 14. lnfor- apphes the next word to the t~rmmals 12, 1t also apphes a 
mation is gated into the register 11 by a computer signal ap- signal to at least o.ne of the te~1mnals 15 to ~au.se the new ~ord 
plied to either of input terminals 15 through an OR gate 16. A to be tr~sferred mto the register 11. A~ this time, the register 
clock 17, or any suitable type, is connected to one input of a 11 ~ontams a .new. value. In the meantime, the counter stage 
coincident gate 18 whose output is connected to the count 65 25 1s changed mto its other state, the reset stage, by the outp~t 
input of the counter 13. An input terminal 21 is arranged to be of the co~nter 13. Th~ set output from the counter stage 2~ 1s 
connected to the computer and the computer signal applied also . apphed ~~ the mput of the level changer 32 which 
thereto is applied to the set input of a flip-flop 22. The same receives ~ positive outpu~ pu~se from th~ counter stage 25 a~d 
signal is also applied through an inverter 23 to the restore converts 1t to a pulse which 1s symme.tncal ~bout a z~ro axis. 
input of the flip-flop 22. A trigger pulse is applied through an 70 The. output ~rom the l~vcl chang~r 32 1s appl~ed to the input of 
input terminal 24 to the trigger input of the flip-flop 22. The the mtegratmg oper~tmna~ amphfier 33. Du~mg the first count 
set output of flip-flop 22 is applied to the other input of the of t~e word loade~ m register 1~ the fi~st time, ~e output .of 
gate 18. In addition, the signal applied to the input ter~inal 24 the. mt~grator 33 1s a gradually in~reasing negative potential 
is also applied as one input to a gate 26, the other input to which increases at a fi~ed .rate. Dunng the se~ond c~unt of the 
which comes from the terminal 21. The output of the gate 26 75 same word, the potential mtegrates back to its starting poten-
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tial. During the count of the word just described the integra- the transistor 72 is taken from its collector electrode and is ap-
tion is .always a negative-going signal. During one complete plied to the summing junction input of the integrating opera-
cycle (the total time that each word remains in register 11) the tional amplifier 33. The other input of the amplifier 33 is 
integrator always returns to its starting potential. grounded. The output from the amplifier 33 is applied to the 

. From the above, it is evident that a single cycle of operation 5 input of the amplitude control network .34. The amplitude 
utilizes the same 16-bit word in the register 11 for two opera- control 34 comprises a block 74 of precision resistors 75 
tions of the counter 13. Each operation of the counter 13 which are graduated in value. One side of each of the resistors 
causes the counter stage 25 to change its condition and to 75 is connected together and to the output from the amplifier· 
change the polarity of the potential applied to the input of the 33, and the other side of the resistors 75 is connected to the 
integrator 33. Since the time required by the counter 13 to I 0 fixed contact of a switch 76. The movable contacts of the 
produce an output signal from the time it was set to the value switches 76 are connected together and to a common line 78 
in the storage register is the same for both of these operations, which is connected to the input of an amplifier 79 having an 
the up and down integrating time is the same. The integrator output terminal 37 which serves as the electrical output ter-
will always assume its starting potential at the end of the minal of the system. The movable contacts of the switches 76 
counting cycles. Thus, the time of a single.cycle, and therefore 15 are individually connected to input terminals 35 through the 
the frequency, of the triangular wave is determined by the circuitry contained in a block 77. An instruction input ter-
value of the 16-bit word which is stored in the register 11 by minal 36 is also connected to the block 77. The terminals 35 
the computer. The amplitude of triangular wave is determined and 36 are connected to outputs from the computer. Starting 
by the digital ladder attenuator 34. ~e computer also applies 20 signals applied to input terminals 21, 24, 31, and 15 may be 
an 8-bit word to the input terminals 35, and this word is trans- manually generated by pushbutton switches, for example. 
ferred into the ladder attenuator 34 by the application of a The system shown in detail in FIG. 2 is essentially the same 
signal to the input terminal 36. The value of the 8-bit word ap- as that shown in the diagram of FIG. 1. Those components 
plied to the terminals 35 determines the amplitude of the which are the same in the two drawings are identified by the 
signal output which appears at the output terminal 37. · 25 same reference characters; those components which are 

Referring now to FIG. 2, the register 11 is shown comprising shown broadly in FIG. 1 and with greater detail in FIG. 2 are 
a plurality of flip-flops 51 having individual input terminals 12 shown within dashed lines in FIG. 2 and bear the same num-
and a common trigger line from the output of the OR gate 16. bers as those components bear in FIG. 1. Thus, the register 11 
Since the 16 flip-flops of the register 11 are identical, only is shown in dashed lines in FIG. 2. In· addition, to avoid un-
some of them have been shown in order to avoid undue clutter 30 necessary redundancy, where the same elements are present 

.on· the drawing. The input terminals ll are connected to the in the system in large numbers, only examples of those ele-
set inputs of the flip-flops 51. Each line 14 is directly con- ments are shown and will be explained. The remainder of the 
nected to the set output of a flip-flop 51 and to an input of a elements will be indicated and it is understood that both their 
coincidence gate 52 and through an inverter 53 to an input of construction and operation are the same. Thus, register 11 
a c<;>incidence gate 54. The counter 13 comprises a plurality of 35 comprises 16 flip-flops 51, of which only a few have been 
flip-flops 55, 56, 57, 58, etc., whose set inputs are connected shown. 
to the outputs of the gates 52 and whose reset inputs are con- When the operation of the system is initiated, a pulse is ap-
nected to the outputs of the gates 54. The trigger input to the plied to the input terminal 31 from a switch panel or other 
flip-flop 55 is connected to the clock input terminal 17 convenient location. This pulse passes through the OR gate 28 
through the gate UI. The set output of the flip-flop 55, which is 40 and the amplifier 29 to the output terminal 38 which is con-
the lowest order flip-flop in the counter 13, is connected to the nected to an input to the computer. This pulse applied to the 
trigger input of the flip-flop 56. In this manner all of the stages computer serves as an instruction to the computer to supply 
in the counter 13 are cascaded so that the counter 13 counts the next words to the input terminals 12 and 35 of the system. 
the clock pulses supplied to the terminal 17. The output from At the same; time, the computer supplies a pulse to an input 
the counter 13 is taken from the set output of the final stage 45 terminal 15 to transfer the information into the register 11, 
59 and is applied to a one-shot multivibrator 61. Although it is and the one-shot 61 in its stable state with itS set output ap-
shown outside of the dashed line which defines the counter ll3, plied to the gate 18. The enabling pulses applied to inputs 21 
the one-shot 61 is really the output stage of the counter 13. and 24 applied through OR gate 62 enables gates 52 and 54. A 
Th<; unstable output of the one-shot 61, the set output, is ap-

50 
signal from the computer applied to the in.put terminals 21 and 

plied as one input to the gate 27 whose output is applied 24 places the flip-flop 22 into its set state and applies another 
through the OR gate 28 and the inverter 29 to the output ter- input to the gate 18. When the 16-bit word is transferred from 
minal 38 as the NEXT WORD signal which is applied to the the computer into the flip-flops 51 by way of the input ter-
computer. The stable output of the one shot 61, the restore minals 12, the outputs from the flip-flops 51 are passed 
output, is applied as one. input to the gate 18, through which 55 through the gates 52 an~ 54. The load enabling signals on t~e 
the clock pulses are apphed to the counter 13, and also as one gates 52 and 54 are apphed thereto from the output of the m-
input to an OR gate 62 whose output is applied as the trigger verter 63 and the one-shot 61, OR gate 26, and each flip-flop 
input to a binary counter stage 25. The stage 25 is triggered output is transferred through its gate 52 or 54 to the cor-
flip-flop whose set and restore inputs are so connected that it responding input of the counter stages 55-59. ln this manner, 
is alternately switched from one state to the other. In addition, 60 the counter stages 55-59 contain the information that was 
the stable output from the one-shot 61 is applied through the transferred to the register 11 from the computer. With infor-
QR gate 62 and an inverter 63 to all of the gates 52 and 54 in mation contained in the counter 13, clock pulses passing 
the counter 13. The set output of the binary counter stage 25 through the gate 18, which has applied to it two conditioning 
is applied as a second input to the gate 27, and the OR gate 28 input signals from the flip-flop 22 and the one-shot 61, are ap-
has a second input from the input terminal 31 to which a NEW 65 plied to the trigger input of the counter stage 55. If the flip-
WORD signal may be applied. The set output from the binary flop 51 in the register 11 which is the lowest order digit con-
counter stage 25 is also applied to the input of the level tains a one, then the stage SS was set, and when the clock 
changer 32 which comprises two cascaded transistors 71 and pulse is applied, the stage 55 is restored. If the stage 55 was 
'72. The input from the stage 25 is applied to the base elec- restored by the input information, then the clock pulse sets it. 
trode of the transistor 71 through and across appropriate re- 70 When the stage 55 is set, a pulse is generated and is passed on 
sistors. The output from the transistor 71 is applied from its to the trigger input of the subsequent stage 56. The same ac-
collector electrode and through a Zener diode 69 to the base tion which took place with respect to stage 55 now takes place 
electrode of the transistor 72. In addition, the emitter elec- at stage 56, and so on down the line of counter stages until 
trode of transistor 72 is connected through another Zener stage 59 is reached. In this manner, the clock pulses which 
diode 68 to a source of negative potential. The output from 75 pass through the gate 18 cause the counter 13 to count from 
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the value originally stored therein to its count limit. At that emplary, since the switches actually used are electronic 
point, the stage S9 is set, generating an output signal which is switches which are readily operated by the application of 
applied to the set input of the one-shot 61. The one-shot 61 1>9tentials thereto. For example, diodes which are biased open 
switche~ to its unstable condition and ·generates an output may be used and may be closed whenever a one is applied to 

· pul5e at its set output. This removes from gate 18 one of the 5 the diode to overcome the bias. In addition, transistor 
conditioning signals, closing that gate and cutting off the flow switches, or any other suitable type may be used. Although for 
of clock pulses to the counter stage SS. It also applied a signal this discussion, it was assumed that pulses were applied toter-
to the gate 27. At the beginning of the operation of the system, minals 3S, steady-state signals could just as well be used. A 
the binary counter stage 2S was cleared, or placed in its control signal applied from the computer to the terminal 36 
restored state, so that now the application of a signal to the I 0 opens the data storage devices in the block 77 to receive new 
input of the gate 27 does not open that.gate. However, when information from the computer. This may be at word rate or 
the one-shot 61 recovers and switches to its stable stage once sound envelope rate. 
again, the conditioning signal is again applied to the gate 18 When the counter 13 generated its output which set the 
input to permit the clock pulses to pass through, a signal is ap- one-shot 61, and then the one-shot 61 returned to its unstable 
plied to the input of the binary counter stage 2S causing that 15 state, the resultant output signal through the inverter 63 
stage to switch to its set state, and the conditioning signal is opened the gates 52 and 54 to transfer into the counter stages 
again applied to the gates 52 and 54. When the stage 25 55-59 the information contained in the register stages 51. 
changed to its set state, it applied an output signal to the gate Since no additional information had been transferred into the 
27 and a signal to the base electrode of the transistor 71 in the 20 register 11 from the computer, the same numerical value was 
level changer 32 to cause that transistor to conduct. When the again transferred into the counter 13. The recovery of the 
transistor 71 conducts, the potential applied to the base elec- one-shot 61 to its stable condition restores the signal to the 
trode of the transistor 72 turns off that transistor. At this time, gate 18, so that clock pulses once again begin flowing to the 
the potential applied to the input of the amplifier 33 is con- counter 13. The counter 13 again counts to the limit of its 
trolled by the output from the collector electrode of the 25 capacity and the operation of the system repeats itself. How-
transistor 72, which is clamped to a reference rt5 v. through ever, this time the set output from the one-shot 61 is applied to 
diode 70. When the transistor 71 is turned off, the 1>9tential the input of the gate 27 while the binary c.ounter stage 25 is 
applied to the base electrode of the transistor 72 causes that set, so the the gate 27 has its two conditioning inputs and 
transistor to conduct. At this time, the 1>9tential applied to the passes a pulse which eventually reaches the terminal 38 and 
input of amplifier 33 is a -5 v. developed at the Zener diode 30 the computer to call up the next word, A new word is now 
68. Thus, the application of a signal to the base electrode of transferred into the register 11. At the same time, the poten-
the transist9r 71. determines the potential output of the level tial applied to the base electrode of the transistor 71 changes, 
changer 32. and the output of the level changer 32 switches polarity. The 

The operation of the operational amplifier has been ex- voltage output of the integrator 33 then changes at a constant 
plained above in connection with FIG. 1, and the amplifier 33 35 rate until the condition of the binary counter stage 2S again 
operates in the same manner in the system of FIG. 2. The am- changes state. Since the change of the conditions of the binary 
plifier is a differential amplifier which integrates the dif- counter stage 25 depends upon the output from the counter 
ference of the input signals, one of which is rero volt~ DC. 13, the time between such changes depends upon the value of 
.When transistor 72 is nonconducting, the 1>9tential applied to the word in the counter 13. In the operation of this system, the 
the input of the amplifier 33 is +5 v. DC, and the amplifier 33 40 same word is used for a complete cycle; that is, one word is 
integrates with a negative slope. When transistor 72 is con- transferred into the register 11 where it remains for the period 
ducting, the 1>9tential applied to the input of the amplifier 33 of one complete triangle wave. The word is transferred to the 
is -5 v. DC, and the amplifier integrates with a positive slope. counter 13 and the counter counts up from that same value 
As indicated above, the amplifier 33 integrates. This is accom- two complete times. Thus, both negative slope and positive 
plished by the capacitor 42 in the amplifier feedback path. As 45 slope voltage outputs from the amplifier 33 in any cycle are of 
a positive potential is applied to the input of the amplifier 33, the same duration and reach the same value. The composite is 
the output of amplifier 33 is a negative potential. The capaci- a triangle wave of negative polarity that starts at rero volts DC 
tor 42 in the feedback path gradually charges during the time and terminates at rero volts DC. Since no new word was trans-
that the negative 1>9tential is present at the amplifier output, 

50 
ferred from the computer to this system during the second half 

and the potential at the amplifier output gradually increases in of the cycle, the information from the computer which was ap-
a negative direction. Should the output potential be positive, plied to the input terminals 35 of the amplitude control net-
diode 73 will conduct and short out the integrating capacitor work 34 remains stored therein, and the amplitude control set 
42. So long as the time constant of the capacitor 42 and the re- in the attenuator 34 is the same as during the first half of the 
sistance in the circuit is large compared with the time that any 55 cycle. The output signal at the terminal 37 as a result of the 
single potential exists at the amplifier 33 output, the rise of single cycle of operation described is a triangular wave whose 
1>9tential at the output will be substantially linear. Thus, the wavelength is controlled by the value of the digital word ap-
output of the amplifier 33 produces a triangular wave. The ac- plied to the input terminals 12 and stored in the register 11, 
tual amplitude of the output from the amplifier 33 is deter- and whose amplitude is determined by the value of the digital 
mined by the attenuator 34. The output signal is applied to the 60 information applied by the computer to the input terminals 
network 74 of precision resistors 75 in the digital ladder at- 3S. Of course, in the operation of this system, the next word 
tenuator 34. At the same time, the block 77 contains digital in- supplied by the computer to this system may be of the same 
formation which was supplied to it by the computer through value or may have an entirely, different value. If the value of 
the input terminals 35. When a one is supplied to one of the the second 16-bit word supplied to the input terminals 12 were 
terminals 35, the corresponding switch 76 remains closed, and 65 smaller, then the wavelength of the next cycle would be 
when a rero is applied to a terminal 35, the correspanding greater; and if the value of the word supplied to the input ter-
switch 76 is opened. Of course, the reverse could just as well minals 12 were greater, then the wavelength of the next cycle 
be the case. The composite potential on the line 78 is then the would be smaller. lfthe value of the word supplied to the input 
sum of all of the potentials supplied to it through the closed terminals 35 were smaller, then the amplitude of the next 
switches 76 and the resistors 75. In this manner, the amplitude 70 cycle would be smaller. The converse is also true. The triangu-
of the signal applied to the input of the amplifier 79 is. deter- lar wave generated by this system has odd order harmonics 
mined by the value of the number supplied by the computer to with a harmonic relationship of l/N2 which can be filtered out 
the attenuator 34. The block 77, although not shown. in this if desired or which can be used singly or in concert. If add 
drawing, contains storage means as well as switch· operating order harmonics with a rch1tion of 1 /N arc desired, the i.n-
mechanisrns. In this respect, the switches 76 are really only ex- 75 tegrator may be bypas!!Cd. lfthc triangular wave is applied to a 
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third-order filter, the output of the filter will be a sine wave of programmable device, and means for applying digital informa-
the same frequency. By manipulation of the output wave of tion representing numerical values from said programmable 
this system, the resultant waveforms can be of a wide variety device to the inputs to said counter. 
of shapes and sizes. These waveforms applied to suitable 6. A system for generating electrical waveforms of desired 
acoustic transducers will produce sounds having the same 5 shapes and amplitudes, said system compri.sing a register, 
waveforms. Since the sizes and the shapes of the waveforms means for applying to said register first information represen-
produced by this system are under the control of a computer, tative of numerical values, a counter, means for transferring 
a large variety of desired sounds can be produced by computer into said counter the information applied to said register, 
control. means for applying to said counter a series of electrical pulses 

The above specification has described a new and improved I 0 having a prescribed pulse rate to cause said counter to count 
waveform generation system which can produce desired from the value stored therein, said counter generating a first 
acoustic waveforms under the control of a general-purpose electrical signal when its count capacity is reached, a bistable 
digital computer. It is realized that this description may in- device having two stable conditions, means for applying said 
dicate to other in the art how the principles of this invention first signal to said device so that said device is alternately 
may be used without departing from its spirit. It is, therefore, 15 placed into each of its stable conditions by successive occur-
intended that this invention be limited only by the scope of the rences of said first signal, means responsive to a first output 
appended claims. from said device in one of its stable conditions for generating a 

We claim: second signal which causes second information representing 
1. A system for generating desired electrical waveforms another numerical value to be applied to said register, and 

under the control of a programmable device, said system com- 20 means for generating an electrical waveform in one direction 
prising a counter, means for entering into a said counter first from the output of said device in one of its stable conditions 
information representing a first numerical value, means for and for generating the same electrical waveform in another 
supplying to said counter digits at a prescribed rate for causing direction from the output of said device in the other of its sta-
srud counter to count from the value entered therein to the ble conditions. 
capacity of the counter, said counter generating an output 25 7. The system defined in claim 6 further including an at-
signal when its capacity is reached, a bistable device con- tenuator, said attenuator comprising means for storing third 

. nected to the output of said counter, successive output signals information representative of a third numerical value, means 
from said counter causing said bistable device to assume its for applying such third information to said attenuator, means 
two stable conditions alternately, means responsive to one for attenuating any signal applied thereto in proportion to the 
condition of said bistable device for requesting a new value to 30 numerical value of said third information, and means for ap-
be inserted into said counter, means responsive to both condi- plying to said attenuator said electrical waveform so that the 
tions of said bistable device for causing said counter to be length of said waveform is determined by the value of said first 
reset to the value entered therein, and means responsive to the information and the amplitude of said waveform is determined 
outputs from said bistable device for developing an electrical by the value of said second information. 
signal which increases_ in one direction in response to an out- 35 8. The system defined in claim 7 further including means for 
put from said device in one of its stable conditions and which interrupting said series of electrical pulses in response to said 
increases in the other direction in response to an output from first signal, and means for connecting the input of said inter-
said device in the other of its stable conditions. rupting means to one output of said device. 

2. The system defined in claim 1 further including a register ~· The system defined in claim 8 wherein said means for ap-
l!Qapted to receive numerical information, and means con- 40 plymg said first, second, and third information comprises 
nected from said register to the inputs of said counter for digital programmable apparatus; said system further compris-
transferring the information stored in said register into said ing means for connecting the outputs from said programmable 
counter. apparatus to the inputs of said register and said attenuator; 

·3. The system defined in claim R further including means and means for connecting an input to said programmable ap-
responsive to the output from said counter for interrupting the 45 paratus to said one output of said device so that said second 
supply of digits to said counter, and means for restoring the signal is applied to said programmable apparatus to direct said 
supply of said digits to said counter a prescribed time after the programmable apparatus to supply new first, second, and third 
occurrence of an output from said counter. information to said system. 

4 .. The system defined in claim 1 further comprising means 10. The system defined in claim 9 further including means 
connected to the output from said electrical signal developing 50 for manually introducing into said system signals for initiating 
means for modifying the amplitude of said electrical signal, operation of said system, said system including means for 
said amplitude modifying means including means for receiving manually generating said second signal to cause said pro-
second information representing a second numerical value, grammable apparatus to supply first, second, and third infor-
and means responsive to said numerical value for attenuating mation; means for manually setting the initial condition of said 
the amplitude of said electrical signal by an amount propor- 55 device; and means for manually causing the transfer informa-
tional to said second value. tion from said register into said counter. 

5. The system defined in claim 1 further including a digital 
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